Abstract-The authors propose the introduction of a previous linear transform for rational spectral estimation by using a linear predictor. The method is based on works of Oppenheim [l], [2] on discrete signal representation.
where Rxx( -) is the autocorrelation function of the process.
A .spectral estimator for {x} can be derived from this linear predictor (see [3] , for example). It is predicated on the fact that for sufficiently large Q, {e@)} will typically converge to a white process with covariance 0'.
Then the resulting spectral estimator is where T is the sampling period assumed for the samples x(n). [ 131. Many of these require a high degree of computational effort.
In the present work, we suggest the application of a linear transform to the available data as an indirect method for including zeros. This will often allow us to reduce the order of the all-pole (AR) estimator on the transformed data.
The resulting method needs prior knowledge about the existence of a main peak in the power spectrum, or, in other words, if a main periodicity in the measured samples is present. The approximate duration of the mentioned periodicity is also needed in order to design the final power spectrum estimator.
It must be noticed that the presentation here is oriented to parametric methods in power spectral estimation, but, in some sense, the involved ideas can be applied in nonparametric methods like the Blackman-Tukey method and Welch's method.
We use the transformation in parametric methods because, in our personal point of view, they are well suited to take advantage of local or global characteristics of the signal to be analyzed in order to include some kind of preprocessing or to modify the estimator structure to obtain good quality spectral estimators.
In fact, windowing and overlapping techniques can be viewed as previous data transformations (we refer the reader to references [ 141 and [ 151 for a good discussion about these particular preprocessing nonparametric methods). But, including modifications derived from previous knowledge about the problem under analysis, it is usually more difficult in these methods than in parametric ones.
Of course, a parametric method which uses specific characteristics of the signal and, clearly, a tradeoff between its performance for particular signals and its usefulness in general problems exists.
We recall that the features of the transformation described in this paper apply only to the cases where a main periodicity in the signal x(n) exists. If it does not exist, general transformations, such as Parcor formulation [16] or orthonormal transforms [17] in parametric methods, and data or correlation windowing and overlapping in nonparametric methods will exhibit better results than the transformation proposed here.
The resulting algorithm, compatible with any adaptation, seems to reduce the order of the estimator to obtain comparable results. It does not implicate hard computational effort, and, additionally, it allows an increase in resolution obtained from the incorporated transfonn.
We will show an example with an adaptive algorithm, applied on original and on transformed data, for comparison purposes.
APREVIOUS TRANSFORM FOR
LINEAR PREDICTION If we introduce the matrix notation I (where t indicates transposition), then ( l ) , (2), and (4) can be written in the form
If we apply preprocessing on the data X k -l , we will obtain a new data vector *k-l (see Fig. 1 ) to predict x @ ) . The optimum coefficients 2, which minimize the covariance of the new error e@), can be obtained from the matrix R" and the matrix I? which are derived from ?k-l in the same way as (8) and (9) are derived from (6). Then (12) and (13) become
where ?(k) is the new predicted value. Assuming that the preprocessing is linear and time-invariant, characterized by a transfer function H(z), then the new estimate of Sxx(a) associated with the new predictor will be (Fig. 1)   Fig. 2 . Predictor with a previous linear transform and the corresponding prediction error.
where 5' is the covariance of e"@). When H(zj corresponds to a recursive filter (IIR), its poles become the zeros of the spectral estimator. The above formula shows the relation between ARMA models and previous preprocessing. The inherent drawback of this indirect method for including zeros with respect to direct methods is that some previous knowledge of the structure of the data is required in order to decide what kind of preprocessing is adequate.
To gain more insight about the mentioned preprocessing, in Section I11 we will obtain some guidelines to decide what kind of data preprocessing is adequate. Also, we will return to the general problem of a linear transformation characterized by a transition matrix L as we can see in (15) (Fig. 2): 2;-l = L X i -, .
( 1 5 )
It is clear that when L is a Toeplitz matrix, we can characterize the transformation using a linear system H ( z ) with initial zero conditions. But our interest is centered in the general transformation denoted by (1 5).
EFFECT OF THE TRANSFORMATION ON THE
ORDER OF THE PREDICTOR It is not difficult to obtain formulas (16a) and (16b) from the previous equations: and, if L -' exists Inserting (17a) and (17b) in (16b), it is verified that both mean-square errors are equal. This can be also viewed in Fig. 3 , in a case of a second-order predictor, and L corresponding to a rotation.
Thus, it is clear that a linear transform does not reduce the mean square error. In other words, since the transform leads new data in the same hyperplane defined by the old data, the /x (k-1) ji (k-1) Fig. 3 . A transform applied on geometrical representation for a secondorder one-step predictor.
minimum distance from x^@) or x"@) to x(k) (sample to be predicted) remains. However, from Fig. 3 , one can infer that if L .leads a sample to the position of the x ( k ) projection on the data plane, the order of the predictor will be reduced to one. Generalizing it, if a transform or preprocessing leads to such a data set that a part of them is more correlated with the sample to be predicted x@), and the other part of data less correlated, the first part length will be enough to obtain a new predictor with (approximately) the same mean-square error.
Then, we must search for a transform such that E [ x ( k ) i?(km)] be appreciable for values of m as low as possible.
An additional practical consideration is of importance. If
2 is nearly diagonal, its inversion will be straightforward, and the computational time per iteration in adaptive methods will be decreased. Thus, we must select L according to the following requisites. 1) Obtaining data maximally correlated with x(k) and 2) Low complexity, so as not to lose the computational forcing a nearly diagonal matrix R" for the new data.
advantages derived from the above properties.
IV. THE PROPOSED TRANSFORM Assuming now that a main periodicity is present in the signal under analysis [e.g., 12 months in hydrographic data, 100 ms in EEG (electroencephalographic) registers, pitch period in voiced speech, etc.], we propose, following the guidelines mentioned in Section 111, the insertion of a delay To among the data used to predict x@). The value To should be approximately the duration of the mentioned periodicity.
To = M . 7.
(1 8)
This assumption corresponds to admit relative maxima each M points i n R,,(m); then we expect higher correlation among the ensemble x ( k -i M ) ( i = 1, Q) and x(k) than among the ensemble x ( k -i)(i = 1, Q) and x@). Fig. 4 shows an example of an autocorrelation function derived from a simulated signal with a periodicity M r and also shows how a one-step predictor works in both cases: delay r and delay M r among data. Fig. 5 indicates the structure of the modified predictor, assuming that H(z) introduces the desired delay Mr. The predictor error Z(k) would be used to update the {a"(i)} in an adaptive algorithm.
To clarify the involved idea we can give 'the followlng example. In a meteorological problem, the periodic structure of the data, using data obtained from the same month in Lrn. different years, provides better prediction than using previous months' data in the current year. We select a delay filter having only a pole
where a is forced to introduce the desired delay in the region of the spectra where the main periodicity is centered. This approximation of a delay MT at all frequencies allows a memory reduction with respect to a nonrecursive filter with a transfer function z -~. 
This has been already considered by Oppenheim [ 11, [2] . Fig. 6 illustrates how different values of a implicate different compression/expansion of frequency regions. This magnifying effect of low frequencies can be translated to high or intermediate frequencies by selecting another filter to implement the delay MT.
This magnifying effect must not be considered as a simple increase of resolution like selective linear prediction methods [3] , which use frequency warping techniques. We remark that our interest is in the use of new data more correlated with the sample to be predicted and the warping effect was a secondary result. In fact, this work shows that a modified predictor, like that shown in Fig. 5 , implicates a proper choice for the all-pass filters H ( z ) if a quality improvement of the estimate is desired.
V. SOME RESULTS To illustrate the application of the previous ideas, we will apply our procedure in a hydrographic problem. In hydrographic and many other meteorological signals, long periodicities are of great interest. These periodicities are located at frequencies lower than the main yearly peak of the spectra. When 7 represents a month, we must use a delay To = 127 (twelve months) in the design of the modified predictor.
Then, the magnifying effect previously discussed is useful in these cases: without transforming, the zone of interest would be of the available frequency band (Fig. 7) ; with filter H(z) of twelve months delay at a frequency months-', which is required to improve the quality of the estimator, the zone of interest is extended in the form shown in Fig. 8 (approximately) . Fig. 9 is a river flow sampled 256 times within a monthly period. . Fig. 10 includes spectral estimations obtained without and with transforming [(a) and (b), respectively] by means of Griffiths's algorithm [7] and order 15, where the coefficients at iteration k t 1 are
and p is a convergence parameter. The improvement is evident: two periodicities, which, from a specialists' opinion, are really present in the river flow's behavior, one every four years and another (slight) every eleven years. These periodicities are detected with the transform and they are not detected without it. Predictors having orders 100 and 120, respectively, have been necessary for detecting these periodicities without using the transform. We have obtained similar results with simulated signals, and we have ob- periodicity. In EEG analysis, 15 percent seems to be the available reduction.
VI. CONCLUSION The use of an adequately selected transform of the available data allows a reduction in the order of the spectral estimation necessary to obtain a prescribed detail. This results in a reduction of the computational complexity as well as in introducing zeros in the spectral estimator.
In the case of signals with a main (strong) known periodicity corresponding to M times the sampling interval 7 , a delay MT takes the hole of the linear transform. Implementing (approximately) this delay by means of an all-pass recursive fdter reduces the required memory and magnifies the frequency band.
At the same time we obtain an improvement in the estimator quality as a main result. This is of special interest when long periodicities are significant as it occurs with meteorological and hydrographic signals. Other kinds of recursive filters can be applied to magnify other frequency bands.
The method seems to be useful, apart from spectral estimations in the indicated cases, to detect a transient and instantaneous frequency using adaptive algorithms.
The disadvantage of the proposed technique consists o f requiring a previous knowledge of the problem for selecting an adequate transform; but, in many cases, the designers will have this knowledge.
